Howard Capital Management MF Disclosures
Investors should carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses of the HCM
Dividend Sector Plus Fund. This and other important information about the Fund is contained in the
prospectus, which can be obtained at www.howardcmfunds.com or by calling 770- 642-4902. The
prospectus should be read carefully before investing. HCM Dividend Sector Plus Fund is distributed by
Northern Lights Distributors, LLC, member FINRA/ SIPC. Northern Lights Distributors, LLC and Howard
Capital Management, Inc. are not affiliated.
Risk Disclosure
Mutual funds involve risk including possible loss of principal. When the Fund is out of the market and in
cash or cash equivalents, there is a risk that the market will begin to rise rapidly and may cause the Fund
to miss capturing the initial returns of changing market conditions. The mutual funds in which the Fund
may invest may use leverage. Using leverage can magnify a mutual fund’s potential for gain or loss and
therefore, amplify the effects of market volatility on a mutual fund’s share price. The Fund may be
subject to the risk that its assets are invested in a particular sector or group of sectors in the economy
and as a result, the value of the Fund may be adversely impacted by events or developments in a sector
or group of sectors. The price of small or medium capitalization company stocks may be subject to more
abrupt or erratic market movements than larger, more established companies or the market averages in
general. A higher portfolio turnover will result in higher transactional and brokerage costs and may
result in higher taxes when Fund shares are held in a taxable account. ETFs and mutual funds are subject
to investment advisory and other expenses, which will be indirectly paid by the Fund. As a result, the
cost of investing in the Fund will be higher than the cost of investing directly in other investment
companies and may be higher than other mutual funds that invest directly in securities. The market
value of ETF and mutual fund shares may differ from their net asset value. Each investment company
and ETF is subject to specific risks, depending on the nature of the fund.
HCM Indicator
HCM Indicator. The HCM-BuyLine® (Indicator) our proprietary indicator is used to assist in determining
when to buy and sell securities. When the Indicator identifies signs of a rising market, HCM then identifies
the particular security(ies) that HCM believes have the best return potentials in the current market from
the universe of assets available in each given model and signals to invest in them. When the Indicator
identifies signs of a declining market, the Indicator signals to move clients’ investments to less risky
alternatives. Not every signal generated by the Indicator will result in a profitable trade. There will be
times when following the Indicators results in a loss. An important goal of the Indicator is to outperform
the market on a long-term basis. The reason is the mathematics of gains and losses. A portfolio which
suffers a 30% loss takes a 43% gain to return to the previous portfolio value. The Indicator is a reactive in
nature, not proactive. They are not designed to catch the first 5–10% of a bull or bear market. Ideally, they
will avoid most of the downtrends and catch the bulk of the uptrends. There may be times when the use
of the Indicator will result in a loss when HCM re-enters the market. Other times there may be a modest
positive impact. When severe downtrends occur, however, such as in 2000-2002 and 2007-2008, the
Indicator has the potential to make a significant difference in portfolio performance. Naturally, there can
be no guarantee that the Indicator will perform as anticipated. The Indicator does not generate stop-loss
orders that automatically sell securities in the portfolio at a certain price. As a result, use of the Indicator
will not necessarily limit your losses to the desired amounts due to the limitations of the Indicator, market
conditions, and delays in executing orders.LASS.MF.W.012521

